
Chapter 2830 
 ' His Majesty is keeping an eye on us.  

We can't retreat no matter how strong 

the opponent is.'  

Tobias and the others clenched their teeth and charged forward into mid-

air to fight Clarice. 

Clarice was too powerful because of her 

inheritance from Kuafu. Even though 

Tobias collaborated with his followers, 

they could not control her. On the 

contrary, everyone was in a state of 

chaos due to Clarice's powerful aura. 

However, the situation on the 

battlefield was not favorable toward 

the Raksasa Tribe at all. 

The tens of thousands of soldiers from 

the Raksasa Tribe's grand army battled 

against a hundred thousand soldiers 

from the New World's Royal Army.  

They were vastly outnumbered. 

Furthermore, they were in the New 

World's Royal City, so their opponent's 

soldiers enjoyed a geographical 

advantage. Even though Clarice had 

arrived in time, the situation still did 

not improve 

Argh ... 

Many Raksasa Tribe warriors 

continued to tumble into the pools of 

blood with the shouts of pain and 

death. 

Natalie, who had retreated to the side, 

shivered and became highly concerned 

when she saw that 

 " Clarice!" 

Natalie shouted to Clarice, who was 

floating in mid-air. " Don't engage in 

the fight. Our goal is to capture North 

Moana's Royal City as quickly as 

possible. Do not waste time here. " 

Natalie felt unwilling to let go because 

Lord Kenny was too despicable. 

However, she could not afford to wait 

any longer. Jack had utilized the 

Raksasa Tribe's identity to capture 

people from the major sects and frame 

them for it. Most importantly, Darryl 

was in a dangerous situation, and she 

needed to get there as soon as possible 

to assist him. 

At that moment, Natalie did not know 

that the major sects were fine, and 

Darryl was temporarily out of danger. 

Alright! 

When she heard that, Clarice nodded. 

She lifted her hand and activated her 

internal energy to send Tobias and the 

rest backward. 



The next second, Clarice noticed that 

many people were lying in pools of 

blood. She spoke coldly, " You will pay 

the price for killing my people!" 

Bang! 

Clarice folded both her hands and 

made a particular hand gesture 

immediately after she spoke. The air 

around them froze in an instant! Her 

body erupted with a powerful and 

terrifying aura! 

 " Sun Elimination Emptiness." 

Clarice's mouth delivered those cold 

words. The sky and earth began to 

shift, and the searing hot sun began to 

darken. It became a massive dazzling 

ball in front of Clarice. 

Clarice had used one of Kuafu's unique 

tactics. That particular technique 

could absorb energy from the sun; it 

was incredibly powerful. 

 " What technique was that?" 

 " Why is the sun turning dark?" 

The Royal Army gazed up in an instant; 

they panicked. 

Lord Kenny, who stood there, changed 

his facial expression abruptly; he had a 

horrible feeling about it. 

 " The power to absorb the power of the 

sun? That is just unbelievable.' 

The ministers at the back started to 

whisper amongst themselves. 

 " What a strong energy!" 

 " I remember it! An ancient scripture 

had recorded that. A few thousand 

years ago, there was a strong warrior 

who could use the energy of the 

burning sun as his own; he was 

incredibly powerful! " 

" ' Who is that strong warrior?" 

 " Kuafu!" 

Clarice, who was in mid-air, waved her 

delicate hand just as everyone was 

finishing their conversation. The 

massive gleaming ball descended from 

the sky and landed amid the royal 

army 

Bang! 

The enormous gleaming ball made a 

massive hole in the ground, resulting  

in an earth-shattering explosion. The 

royal army screamed in agony, and 

each of them was burnt into ashes; 

there were no bodies left behind! 

Hiss ... 

Everyone who saw that sweated 

profusely; they trembled in 

astonishment 



Lord Kenny's face darkened at the 

time. His heart ached, he was enraged, 

and he was in shock. 

 ' That young lady is too scary. She 

killed so many of my soldiers with just 

one technique.' 

She had sent countless New World 

soldiers to their deaths with just one 

palm's movement. 

 " Do you still want to fight?" Natalie 

glared at Lord Kenny and said calmly. 

Sigh! 

Lord Kenny took a deep breath; his 

facial expression looked horrible.  

Lord Kenny waved his hand 

uncomfortably a few seconds later. 

Heed my order; retreat to the palace! " 

He did not want to accept his defeat so 

readily, but he had no choice. Clarice 

had a terrifying power. 

Chapter 2831 
After Lord Kenny spoke, the ministers 

and the remaining soldiers behind him 

looked horrible as they retreated with 

embarrassment. 

" Tobias! " 

When they arrived back in the Royal 

City, Lord Kenny motioned for Tobias to approach him. He ordered coldly," 

Get the news to the other continents 

right away. Inform them that the 

Raksasa Tribe has violated the 

agreement by attacking the Nine 

Mainland! " 

Even though he had lost the battle, he 

would not let the Raksasa Army arrive 

safely at the North Moana Continent 

royal city 

 " Yes, Your Majesty!" Tobias replied. 

Then he immediately went to carry out 

the order. 

At that moment, outside the royal city. 

Natalie sighed in relief discreetly when 

she saw the royal army retreat 

completely. Then, she ordered, " Bury 

our dead soldiers, and then we'll 

continue with our journey. We must 

reach the North Moana continent as 

soon as possible." 

When she finished speaking, all of the 

Raksasa Tribe soldiers nodded in 

unison. 

 " Your Majesty!" 

Clarice moved forward the next 

second; her gorgeous face seemed 

conflicted as she asked, " You're doing 

this to help Darryl; is it worth it?" 

They had only arrived in the New 

World and were already engaged in 



combat with their royal army. What 

would happen next when they reached 

the other continents? She could 

already guess. 

With a determined voice, Natalie 

sighed as she said, " Darryl is the only 

friend the Raksasa Tribe has on the 

Nine Mainland. We must assist him. 

Darryl's death will cause chaos on the 

Nine Mainland, and the Raksasa Tribe 

will suffer the most. 

Clarice nodded when she heard that; 

she did not speak further. 

...  

Meanwhile, at the Spiritual Secret 

Realm on Kunlun's peak. 

Darryl sat cross-legged in one of the 

chambers in a beautiful yet enormous 

plaza; he meditated quietly to help 

with his recovery. 

The man opened his eyes and released 

a mouthful of poisonous gas. He was 

not sure how long time had passed, but 

his body was more relaxed. 

 ' Sh * t! Finally, I have recovered 

completely. 

He gazed about, amazed, as he thought 

about that. What a lovely plaza! It had 

only been occupied for the last several 

thousand years by nine Oracles from 

the Godly Region.' I wonder how they 

pass the time over such a long period, 

At that time, the nine Oracles were 

separated, with only Yennie Johanson 

around. 

The nine Oracles were divided at the 

moment; Yennie Johanson was the 

only one around 

Darryl walked out of the room and 

headed straight to the room where 

Yennie was sleeping 

 " Ah ..." 

Just as he arrived at the door, he could 

hear someone moaning. They sounded 

as if they were in pain. 

That sound had come from Yennie. 

Sh * t! 

Darryl was shocked 

 ' What is Yennie doing in the room?' 

As he mumbled, Darryl did not think 

further. He pushed the door open 

gently. 

Hiss ... 

Darryl took a deep breath when he saw 

the situation in the room. He was 

utterly stunned. 

He saw Yannie was rolling on the 

mattress in the beautiful and serene 



room. Her entire body continued to 

tremble. Her gorgeous face looked 

ashen, and her facial expression 

showed that she was suffering! 

It was apparent that she had been 

poisoned. 

You " 

When Darryl walked in unannounced, 

Yenne was ashamed and enraged. She 

reprimanded him softly," Who allowed 

you in here? Get out! " Her voice was 

weak yet firm. 

Yennie, as one of the nine Oracles, was 

extremely arrogant. Darryl was well 

known on the Nine Mainland, but he 

was just another ordinary person in 

her eyes. 

Darryl was frustrated when he felt 

Yennie's anger. 

However, Darryl did not leave. He 

controlled himself and asked, " What 

happened to you? Did Jack poison you?" 

Yennie bit her lips tightly; she did not 

reply 

Darryl's guess was correct. Jack had 

poisoned Yennie 

The truth was that Yennie, as one of 

the nine Oracles, could easily 

overcome Jack. However, when she 

attempted to flee the situation with 

the other Oracles, she had depleted her 

internal energy. Later, when she 

fought against Jack, she had no idea 

the man had ingested the drug created 

by the King of the Dead. 

Yennie had underestimated her 

opponent and hence was poisoned by 

Jack. 

Chapter 2832 
However, due to Yennie's identity as 

one of the Nine Saint Oracles, she was 

arrogant. She did not intend to inform 

Darryl about that. She thought she 

would be able to cultivate for her 

recovery to remove the poison in her 

body. However, due to her special body 

condition, she made some errors. 

 " Why aren't you leaving?" 

Yennie was worried when she saw 

Darryl standing there without moving 

a muscle, " You will not be able to help 

me even if I'm being poisoned. " 

As she spoke, Yennie glanced outside 

the room and mumbled to herself,â€œ 

How nice if we are not separated? 

Sadie's unique hands will definitely be 

able to produce the Golden Pill to 

remove my poison ... " 



Yennie's face was filled with sorrow 

when she said that. 

Sadie, who Yennie mentioned, was one 

of the Nine Saint Oracles that 

specialized in medical skills and elixir 

production techniques. 

Golden Pill? 

Darryl's eyes blinked when he heard 

that. He said," I have some knowledge 

about elixir production too. May I 

know if you have any detailed 

prescription about the Golden Pill that 

you mentioned?  

Darryl looked serious when he said 

that. Although Darryl did not know 

how the Golden Pill was produced, if  

he had the prescription, it would not be 

a problem at all for him to produce it. 

That was because at the Spiritual 

Secret Realm, there were unique floral 

and fauna everywhere, all the 

ingredients for elixir production were 

available. 

 ' What? You can produce the Golden 

Pill?' 

Yennie was stunned, she looked up and 

down at Darryl and could not help but 

smile lightly, â€œ You really are not 

ashamed of yourself, do you know 

what Golden Pill is? That is something 

only available at the Godly Region, it 

does not exist at the nine continents. 

You will not be able to produce it even  

if you have elixir production knowledge." 

As she spoke, her face was filled with 

humiliation. 

Darryl was not bothered at all when he 

felt the humiliation from Yennie. He 

smiled and said, â€œ How would you 

know if you don't try? Or would you 

rather continue to suffer like this?" 

 â€œ Fine then!" 

Yennie hesitated before she nodded 

her head and said, â€œ Sadie's room is 

right next door. The prescription of the 

Golden Pill is inside the room. Go 

ahead if you wish to give it a try!" 

As she spoke, Yennie clenched her 

teeth and sat up slowly as she 

continued to speak, â€œ I will try to 

extract the poison myself, don't 

disturb me!" 

In Yennie's heart, even if there were 

the pill prescription and the 

ingredients, she did not believe that 

Darryl would be able to produce the 

Golden Pill. 

Darryl did not speak, he pushed the 



door and walked out. 

Once he arrived at the room next door, 

he saw there were many shelves along 

the walls, with plenty of various pill 

prescriptions. Darryl looked around 

and found the Golden Pill prescription 

very soon. 

Sh * t! 

When he saw the prescription, Darryl 

felt amazed in his heart. Things of the 

Godly Region are really more unique 

than those on the nine continents. It 

required the enchanted flame just to 

produce a Golden Pill! 

â€˜ Luckily I have the White Lily Cold 

Flame, which is the top enchanted 

flame in the world. 

As he thought, a smile appeared on 

Darryl's face. He found an elixir 

cauldron in the room then headed to 

gather the materials. He started to 

produce the pill once everything was 

prepared 

What? 

At that moment, Yennie in the room 

next door heard the noises. Her body 

trembled and she was shocked in her 

heart. 

 " This Darryl, really started to produce 

elixir?' 

 " How can that be possible? One must 

know that none of the pills in nine 

continents can compare with the 

Golden Pill 

As she thought. Yemnie shut her eyes 

again, trying to extract the poison in 

her body. Up to that juncture, Yennie 

still did not believe that Darryl would 

make it. 

Bang! 

Over ten minutes later, following the 

vibration of the aura, the Golden Pill 

was produced. 

Darryl smiled and retrieved the Golden 

Pill from the Elixir Cauldron. He then 

walked quickly into Yennie's room. 

That ... 

At that moment, Yennie immediately 

opened her eyes when she smelled the 

fragrance from the Golden Pill. Her 

body trembled at that instant when her 

eyes saw the Golden Pill in Darryl's 

hands. She was incredibly shocked. 

Chapter 2833 
 ' What ?! Did he really produce that pill?' 

Darryl smiled and walked forward. " 

What do you think? I told you I might be 

able to produce it if I have the 



prescription. I did not lie to you, did I?" 

As he spoke, he handed the Golden Pill 

to Yennie. 

Yennie swallowed the medication 

without hesitation. The poison in her 

body quickly cleared. Her pale 

complexion had returned, and she 

looked beautiful. 

 " Darryl!" 

Yennie was shocked. She asked, " How 

did you manage to make it?" 

Darryl smiled. " The production of the 

Golden Pill requires an enchanted 

flame to work. That might be a 

problem for others, but it was simple 

for me as I have the White Lily Cold 

Flame! " 

' No wonder! 

When Yennie heard that, she nodded; 

her opinion of Darryl had improved. 

 " That's right!" 

Darryl was curious, so he looked at 

Yennie and asked, " Jack's poison was 

not lethal. I would have been able to 

extract it on my own. You are an 

Oracle; why do you need the Golden 

Pill to remove it?" 

Darryl sounded skeptical when he said 

that. 

 ' In theory, Yennie, as one of the Nine 

Saints Oracles, should be able to 

remove the poison readily. Why would 

she be weaker than me? That's too 

weird.!'  

Yennie's lovely face seemed a little 

ashamed when she heard that. 

Then, she said softly, " He is merely a 

disciple of the King of the Dead; how 

could he be stronger than me? 

However, I had depleted my energy, 

and I was injured at the time." 

Yennie's eyes glimmered with 

intricacy as she said, " Most 

importantly, I am not like you. You 

have internal energy in your body, and 

I have a nascent soul. If one's nascent 

soul is poisoned, then one would need 

a Golden Pill to remove the poison." 

Darryl could barely understand those 

words. However, he did not continue to 

ask her. 

 " Alright!" 

At that same time, Yennie grinned and 

asked, " Whatever the case may be, you 

have been a tremendous assistance to 

me. We may leave the Spiritual Secret 

Realm now that we have both regained 

our energy!" 



She walked Darryl out of the room as 

she spoke. 

They arrived at the top of the 

mountain a few minutes later; they 

came across two massive stone 

formations. There was a pure black 

stone formation and a pure white 

stone formation. 

Darryl could easily see that the black 

stone formation had been entirely 

demolished. Only the white stone 

formation remained usable.  

Yennie approached him; her gorgeous 

face looked conflicted as she said," 

That is the Portal Formation, which 

connects the Godly Region. Previously, 

the Sky Earth Formation on the Nine 

Mainland was destroyed, and now the 

Portal Formation has been destroyed  

as well. We have lost contact with the 

Godly Region since then. 

 " It's not only that, the Portal 

Formation that connects here with the 

Nine Mainland was destroyed too. For 

the past ten years, the Nine Saint 

Oracles had worked together to fix the 

Portal Formation. However, we 

encountered some problems when it 

was activated. The nine of us were sent 

to different places!" 

Darryl nodded. " From the looks of it, 

that white stone formation is the 

Portal Formation that connects to the 

Nine Mainland. We can use it to return  

to the Nine Mainland, right ?!" 

Darryl was desperate when he thought 

of returning to the Nine Mainland. He 

walked forward quickly and put his 

hand on the mark in the middle of 

stone formation. He then activated his 

internal energy 

 " Hey, don't touch that," 

Yennie's body trembled when she saw 

that. Her lovely face seemed 

concerned. " That formation is still not 

totally fixed. Furthermore, the 

activation of the formation entails 

intricate stages; it is not as 

straightforward as you may think." 

Yennie stomped her feet and was about 

to go forward to stop him, but she was 

too late, 

 ' What? It's not fixed yet?' 

At that moment, Darryl was not sure if 

he should laugh or cry, " Why did you 

not tell me earlier ?!" 

Bang! 

As he spoke, an eye-striking bright ray 



of lights exploded from the Portal 

Formation and covered both of them. 

Then, intense energy from the 

formation circled violently in the air. 

Chapter 2834 
Bang ... 

At that same time, vibrations and loud 

noises came from the ground 

underneath their feet. Darryl and 

Yennie could hardly stand up straight i 

n the face of such tremors. 

The dazzling lights then totally 

engulfed both of them. They noticed 

that everything in front of their eyes 

had darkened as they were teleported! 

Sh * t! 

Darryl could feel his body float lightly, 

but his heart raced with worry. ' I am 

too reckless. That Portal Formation 

was not fixed, and I am not sure where  

it is taking me.' 

Darryl finally felt as if he had landed  

on the ground after an unknown 

amount of time had passed. 

Sigh ... 

Darryl breathed a sigh of relief as he 

noticed Yennie was still next to him. 

Fortunately, we did not get separated 

during the teleportation. 

Darryl looked around as he muttered 

inwardly and was stunned at the same 

time. 

He noticed that they were at the top of 

a cliff, and there were vast valleys so 

deep that they could not see the 

bottom. On the opposite side, there 

was a massive rain forest surrounded  

by poisonous mists. 

 " That ... that looked like the Wild 

Deserted Secret Region, the Valley of 

Death's border.' 

 " Darryl!" 

Yennie furrowed her gorgeous brows a 

s she yelled at Darryl, " What is the 

matter with you? Who told you to 

touch the Portal Formation? Do you 

realize how dangerous it is?" 

Yennie was enraged when she said it. 

Darryl is far too arrogant. He should 

not have touched the formation, even 

though he produced the Golden Pill 

and gave me a better impression of 

him. 

Darryl scratched his head and 

apologized. " I just wish to return to 

the Nine Mainland sooner ... 

What ... 

Yennie stared at him, then turned and 



walked away. However, she slipped, 

and her body lost its balance. She 

screamed as she plummeted straight 

down the cliff. 

Darryl's expression changed when he 

saw that. He wanted to pull her, but he 

could not. Finally, he fell down the cliff 

with Yennie. 

Whoosh, whoosh ... 

Darryl's body continued to fall as the 

wind howled in his ears. He was 

concerned as he stared down into the 

valley beneath him 

He could see that the valley looked 

spooky, with nothing alive, not even a 

plant. 

That place must be unusual for not 

even a plant to grow. 

Yennie's body trembled as well, and 

her face was pale. Despite the fact that 

she had eaten the Golden Pill to 

remove the poison from her body, her 

power had not been fully restored. It 

would not be good if she collapsed. 

 ' This is all Darryl's fault!' 

Yennie was terrified, and her heart was 

filled with rage. 

 ' If Darryl had not touched the Portal 

Formation, I would not have been 

transferred here, let alone fallen off 

the cliff by accident 

" Why are you staring at me? " 

Darryl felt frustrated when he noticed 

Yennie's stare at him, so he asked. 

Darryl sensed Yennie's condition was 

incredibly weak. He realized that she 

blamed him because she was terrified. 

 ' It's fine. It is my mistake. I can't let 

her suffer any more injuries no matter 

what.' 

Darryl took a deep breath as he 

reflected. He reached out and drew 

Yennie toward him; he hugged her 

tightly in his arms. 

He had intended to absorb the impact 

from their fall when they landed, 

 " You" 

As Darryl held Yennie so suddenly in 

his arms, her gorgeous face blushed. 

She felt incredibly bashful and 

indignant 

As the supreme Nine Saint Oracles, she 

was pure. How could she let a man hug 

her like that? 

Yennie wanted to struggle beneath her 

rage and shyness. However, with her 

frail state and the force of a high 

speed fall, she could not do that. 



Bang bang bang! 

Finally, they reached the bottom of the 

valley. Darryl immediately activated 

his internal energy to relieve the 

pressure from the fall when both of his 

feet touched the ground. Despite that, 

the power of the fall caused Darryl to 

take more than ten steps backward. 

Bang! 

Chapter 2835 
Darryl's back was finally smashed into 

the cliff's wall before they stopped 

tumbling downward. Darryl and 

Yennie collapsed together on the 

ground because Darryl could not stand 

up straight 

Darryl landed on top of Yennie's body by chance. 

 ' Wow! She smells good.' 

Darryl could smell a whiff of a lovely 

aroma that blew over his face. He could 

sense Yennie's tenderness. At that 

moment, he was absolutely stunned; 

his mind was ringing with his 

imagination running wild. 

 " You! Stand up!" Yennie's cheeks were 

flushed as she bit her lips and shouted. 

 " That-" Darryl regained his 

composure when he heard the 

reprimand. He strained to get to his 

feet right away. He shook his head and 

said, " Please don't get me wrong, 

Yennie the Oracle; I am not trying to 

take advantage of you. I was scared you 

would be hurt from the fall because 

your strength has not fully recovered-"  

Darryl looked sincere when she said 

that. However, he continued to check 

out Yennie's body. 

As an Oracle, it should be noted that 

Yennie appeared exceptionally fine 

and graceful, whether it was her figure 

or her facial attributes. Her 

extraordinarily pure aura made every 

man who saw her unable to resist her. 

Slap! 

Yennie's heart was aflame. She could 

not stop herself when she saw the way 

Darryl gazed at her; her eyes were 

almost shooting fire. Then, she 

slapped Darryl without any warning.  

That slap sent Darryl's mind spinning. 

Sh * t! 

Darryl rubbed his face; he felt annoyed. 

 " This Oracle from the Nine Saint 

Oracles is really fierce; I didn't even do 

that on purpose. Besides, she did not 

thank me for making the Golden Pill 

for her, and she is even hitting me. 



That is so unreasonable!' 

 " Darryl, I am one of the Nine Saint 

Oracles; do I look like I need your 

help? Even if you did not hug me, I 

would still be fine," Yennie said coldly 

as anger shone in her eyes, 

Then, Yennie looked around and 

continued to say, " Now that you have 

returned to the Nine Mainland, let's go 

separate ways from here onward." 

The truth is that Darryl is extremely 

powerful; he possesses the ability to 

create the Golden Pill. With his 

assistance, I will be able to locate the 

other Oracles in no time. However, 

after this situation, how can I continue 

to stay with him?' 

What ... 

Darryl was startled when he felt 

Yennie's coldness. He was irritated. 

 " Alright then!" 

Darryl sighed in relief and grinned as he glanced at Yennie a few seconds 

later. 

 " You have helped me in escaping a 

dangerous position, and I created the 

Golden Pill for you. We will call that 

even. If you decide to part from here 

onward, then it is alright with me. 

After he spoke, Darryl walked down the 

road. 

The valley had a terrifying and dark 

aura; even the grass looked weird. 

They should leave immediately. 

Yennie did not speak; she bit her lips 

lightly and trailed far behind him. She 

also did not stop observing the 

environment around her. 

Whoosh, whoosh ... 

They were not too far away when they 

heard some strange footfall from the 

mist in front of them. 

Darryl was immediately on high alert 

when he heard that. He also felt a 

similar sensation. They were on the 

outskirts of the Valley of Death. Could  

it be ... 

 " Hiss ..." 

A large form arrived in Darryl's 

eyesight just as he was furrowing his 

brows discreetly. It was indeed, the 

giant Black Sand Python. 

The Black Sand Python was a fierce 

beast in the Valley of Death. Darryl had 

spent three years there, so he was 

really familiar with the beast. 

The Black Sand Python in front of his 

eyes was significantly larger than the 

others he had encountered previously.  



It was almost identical to the one that 

had transformed into a dragon. Darryl 

could also see the entire Black Sand 

Python body had the Evil Spirit Energy 

On top of that, its eyes were red; it 

looked like a devil. 

Sh * t! 

Darryl was astonished when he saw 

that. ' How could a Black Sand Python 

emit such a sinister aura?' Is there 

something wrong with it? Has it 

transformed?' 

 " Extreme Yin Poison?" 

At that moment, even Yennie's 

beautiful brows were wrinkled. Her 

body trembled as she shouted. 

Yennie, as one of the Nine Saint Oracle, 

knew that the Black Sand Python had 

been poisoned and altered in some 

ways. The poison that Jack used to 

attack others was the Extreme Yin 

Poison. The poison was highly toxic 

and could only be found in the Ghost 

World. 

What? 

Darryl was stunned when he heard 

that. Then, he realized the aura from 

the Black Sand Python was similar to 

Jack's aura. 

Chapter 2836 
Whoosh! 

The Black Sand Python raised its head 

arrogantly, its gaze fixed on Yennie as it dashed toward her. 

The Black Sand Python had been 

poisoned by the Extreme Yin Poison. 

Not only did its power increase 

significantly, but it was also 

exceedingly poisonous. It sensed 

Yennie's unique physical nature due to 

its spiritual intelligence. It wanted to 

eat Yennie to absorb the power of her 

nascent soul. 

 "" How dare you, b * stard! " 

Yennie did not hesitate when she saw 

the Black Sand Python; she shrieked 

and charged! 

Yennie was a Nine Saint Oracle; she 

was unfazed by a colossal serpent. 

She was still confident at first, but she 

quickly found herself unable to hang on. 

She had just swallowed the Golden 

Pill, and her power had yet to restore. 

She had also fallen off a cliff, despite 

Darryl's help in minimizing the impact 

of the fall. She was still a little weak. 

Yennie became increasingly weary 

under those conditions. Otherwise, she 

would have easily slain the Black Sand 



Python. 

Sigh! 

Darryl did not rush to charge forward 

when he saw that. He retreated to the 

side to observe the situation quietly. 

That Yennie is so arrogant and 

confident. If I help her, not only would 

she not thank me, she might even ask 

me to mind my own business. 

A few minutes passed, and Yennie's 

face turned pale. She could barely hold 

on. 

 " Hey!" 

Yennie was angry and worried when 

she saw Darryl standing at the side to 

observe the situation. " What are you 

doing? Come help me ?!" 

 " That Darryl is so useless and 

despicable!" 

Yennie's tone sounded like an order; it 

made Darryl unhappy. 

 " Yennie, Oracle" 

The next second, Darryl smiled and 

said, " You are the Nine Saint Oracles, 

guardian of the Nine Mainland. You 

can defeat the giant python easily; you 

don't need my help, right?" 

Darryl activated the White Lily Cold 

Flame as he spoke, forming a 

protective shield in front of his body to 

keep himself from being poisoned. 

He could clearly see the Extreme Yin 

Poison's potency. When they were at 

the North Moana royal palace, Jack 

used the poison on everyone in the 

main sect, including Darryl. He had 

extracted the toxin after a few hours of 

work. 

Naturally, Darryl would not act 

recklessly under such circumstances. 

He chuckled inwardly. 

A smile appeared on Darryl's face 

when he saw her reaction. ' Why were 

you so arrogant earlier? Besides, you 

were the one who wanted to go our 

separate ways. Now you want my help: 

that's not going to be so easy.'  

Yennie did not speak; she focused her 

attention on defeating the Black Sand 

Python. 

Hiss ... 

Yennie was surprised to learn that the 

Black Sand Python got more powerful 

after it absorbed the Extreme Yin 

Poison. It also continued to spray 

deadly mist. Yennie's long dress began 

to deteriorate as a result of the 

poisonous mist's corrosion. Her face 



was pale, her body was feeble, and she 

could barely stand. 

Sigh! 

When Darryl saw that, he could not 

help but take a deep breath. His gaze 

was fixed on Yennie's body, and he 

kept his eyes straight 

That body is just too sexy! 

 " Darryl, why aren't you helping you? 

How dare you keep staring at me ?!" 

Yennie was furious when she noticed 

Darryl's gaze. She shouted at him 

again. 

Yennie bit her lips and continued to 

shout, " Come and help me now. You 

have the White Lily Cold Flame that 

can chase it away," 

Darryl chuckled inwardly again. 

Darryl did not go forward immediately 

when he heard that. Instead, he teased 

her. " You told me to leave just now. 

Now that you are in trouble, you want 

me to help? Yennie the Oracle, your 

mood flipped faster than my speed in 

flipping a book. Besides, as I said, we 

are done. Why should I help you?" 

Darryl activated the White Lily Cold 

Flame discreetly when he said that. He 

had already decided to help; he just 

said that to tease her. 

What! 

 


